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e live in a genomic age. The amount of important medical and biotech research happening today involving
genes is staggering. And much of it goes back to the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The seeds of PCR
development can be traced back to the 1970s, and the practical PCR machinery that fueled a biotechnology

revolution started running in the 1980s. This innovation was quickly recognized with a Nobel prize in 1993, only about
10 years after its invention and approved patent application. PCR has accelerated the pace of innovation in biotech, and
its contribution to society is immense.
WHAT IS PCR?
Simply put, PCR is a copying machine for DNA. DNA is naturally copied by living cells all the time, but getting a machine
to do this job is a bit tricky. PCR solved a long list of problems enabling systems that rapidly produce exact copies of DNA
sequences by repeating a series of automated steps.
A key part of the PCR process came about unexpectedly when scientist Thomas Brock discovered that microbes could
survive in the hot springs of Yellowstone National Park — upending the long-established belief that such high temperatures would kill the microbes. Brock was able to grow these extremophile microbes in a lab, and he submitted samples
to the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) — a biological repository that, among other activities, preserves and
distributes biological materials for the advancement of science. The availability of Thermus aquaticus (Taq) cells from
ATCC allowed scientists to study how such organisms could survive in nearly boiling hot water, and Taq enzymes were
used in the development of the PCR technique because this ability to function at high temperatures was well-suited for
repeatedly replicating DNA.
In the early years, there were intellectual property fights over PCR, with questions about whether it should be locked
up as a trade secret, or patented and licensed. While eventually PCR was patented and licensed liberally to research
organizations, there were still a series of patent fights over the technology.
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POLICY ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

more advanced PCR techniques have been developed

The discovery of extremophile microbes in Yellow-

over the last 30 years. PCR equipment is a requirement

stone National Park was fortuitous in 1966. The Na-

for any advanced molecular biology lab, but the tech-

tional Park Service at the time didn’t regulate how
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time.
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everywhere.

til 2006 when the National Park Service (NPS) published its Management Policies covering approved
collection procedures and commercial use rules. The
NPS further refined its policies in 2013 with its Benefits Sharing Handbook, allowing the NPS to receive
monetary or non-monetary benefits from commercial ventures originating from authorized research at a
national park.
Thomas Brock is not called a bioprospector by the
NPS, but he collected samples from Yellowstone and
deposited specimens he cultured at the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Brock was doing basic
research and only wanted to advance science, saying,
“Yellowstone didn’t get any money from it. I didn’t get
any money, either, and I’m not complaining. The Taq
culture was provided for public research use, and it has
given great benefit to mankind.”
Fortunately, the ATCC exists as a nonprofit biological resource center with a mission to generate
new knowledge. Established in 1925, ATCC allows
life science researchers all over the world to gain access to thousands of known cell lines and millions of
cloned genes. Without its mission of sharing and distributing as a component of contributing to science, it
might have taken longer for PCR to have developed.
If the National Park Service didn’t allow early forms
of bioprospecting, innovations like PCR might not
exist today.
The possibility of expanding trade secret laws
may have changed the original decision on whether to keep PCR a trade secret or to patent and license
it. Changes in patent laws might also have impacted
both the way in which PCR was patented and licensed
— as well as some of the early patent battles over
the technology.
The original patents for PCR expired in 2005, and
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